Multiple genomic defects result in an alternative RNA splice creating a human gamma H chain disease protein.
Heavy chain diseases (HCD) are human lymphoproliferative disorders in which a clonal B cell population produces Ig molecules made of truncated H chains without associated L chain. We characterized the rearranged H chain gene and its mRNA from the leukemic cells of a patient (RIV) with gamma-HCD. The abnormal RIV serum Ig consisted of shortened, dimeric gamma 1-chains which had an amino terminus within the hinge region. RIV lymphoblasts possessed a foreshortened (1200 bp) gamma 1-mRNA which had sequences for only the leader, hinge, second, and third constant region domains (CH2 + CH3), but lacked variable (VH) and CH1 information. Sequence of the productive gamma 1 allele revealed it had undergone VH-JH and H chain class switch recombinations. However, normal RNA splice sites had been eliminated by a DNA insertion/deletion (VH acceptor site), mutations (JH donor site), or a large deletion (CH1 region). Inserted sequences were of non-Ig and apparently non-genomic origin. These DNA alterations resulted in aberrant mRNA processing in which the leader region was spliced directly to the hinge region, accounting for the HCD protein.